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[Answer any lwo questions from Group-A and any three questions from Group-BJ

at are the basic elements of building data paths? Design a single cycle implementation of MIPS."
ild a data path that can execute braich type instructions.
ine exception. What are the two major types of exceptions. Explain.

ibe the working procedure of each of the multiplexors used in single cycle data.
that the operation time for the major functional units such as memory units (200

(ps)), ALU and Adders (100 ps), Register file (25 ps), Multiplexors (75ps) and
ining units has no delay. Also, assume following instruction mix:25o/o loads,25o% stores,35yo
instructions,1006 branches, and 5o/oju*p. Which implementation is faster and by how much?

implementation in which every instruction operates in I clock cycle of a fixed length or of a
le length.

ibe the execution steps of the following instruction both in single cycle and multi-cycle data 6
sw StO,32($tl)

at are the benefits of multi-cycle over single cycie data path due to structural changes? Explain 4
example.

Group-B

a pipeline version of the data path and describe how a load instruction executes through it.
at are the reasons behind pipeline hazards? Does there any hazard exist in the following code

5

5

t? If yes, name the type of hazard and reu,rite the code to resolve them.
$16, 0($t0)

, 4($t0)
i $t3, $t6,$t7
$13, 12($t0)
$t4, 8($01)
I $t5, $t6,$t4
$t5, 16($t0)

is miss penalty? How to handle cache misses?
Discuss different types of locality.t do you mean by principles of locality?

virtual memory and page fault.
is cache memory? Define types of cache memory with figure.

are the effects of using or not using page table and TLB in the
ibe with the figure.

RAID. How could it be helpful? List out and desuibe at least two types of RAID.

ite short notes on memory hierarchy.
is [/O channel? What is the architecture of I/O channel?

can we obtain physical address using virtual page number?
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Jat are the two solutions used for data hazafi? Discuss with proper figure.

Group-A


